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Tagungsbericht 38/95
"Geometrie and Logieal Aspeets of Descent
Theory"
17.-23. 09. 1995

An der Tagung über Deszenttheorie, die unter der Leitung von G. Janelidze (Tbilisi),
I. Moerdijk (Utrecht) und W. Tholen (Toronto) stand, nahmen 23 Mathematikerinnen und Mathematiker aus Australien, Belgien, Dänemark, Deutschland, Frankreich,
Georgien, Großbritannien, Italien, Kanada, Niederlande, Pole~Portu"gal, Südafrika,
Ungarn und U.S.A. teil. Ziel der Tagung war es, die Anwendbarkeit von Deszenttechniken in verschiedenen Gebieten der Mathematik anfuzeigen und die besonders
von Grothendieck entwickelte Theorie weiter voranzutreiben. Im Mittelpunkt des
Tagungsprogramms standen zwei dreistündige Vortragsreihen von R. Street über
Höhere Deszenj,strrrkturen und von M. Makkai über Beziehungen zwischen Deszent
und Definierbarkeit und Dualität in der Logik. Das Programm enthielt 9 weitere
einstün9.jge Übersichtsvorträge und 8 kürzere Spezialvorträge, die sich u.a. mit
V~r:hindungen zwischen Deszenttheorie und Kategorientheorie, Topostheorie, Logik,
Kohomologietheorie, Topologie, Differentialgeometrie sowie Funktionalanalysis
befaßten. Darüberhinaus gab ein offener Diskussionsabend hinreichend Gelegenheit,
sich über zukunftsweisende Perspektiven der Deszenttheorie auszutauschen .
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Vortragsauszüge
M. HARR and M.C. PEDICCHIO
T opop is a Qausi-variety

We show that the opposite of the category of topological spaces is a quasi-variety,
that is a subobject and product closed subcategory of a varietal one.
.
To prove the result, we apply tbe characterization theorem presenting quasi-varieties
as regular categories with projective, regular generator with coequalizers of equivalence relations and with a regular projective, regular generator with copowers.
Then, the fact that the three points space 3 = {O, 1, 2} with {1,2} as the only non
trivial open subset is a regular injective in Top, will suffice to get the result.
We also identify the varietal category corresponding to Topop (it is the eategory of
grids), as weIl as the Horn clause that determines Topop as subcategory.

J. BENABOU
Distributions and 2-descent
A distribution on a category I is a lax-functor TOP ~ Vist, where Vist is the bicategory of distributors. With the appropriate arrows and 2-cells, these distributions
define a 2-category V(I). Every category A over I determines a canonical distribution on I denoted by ~~ and this correspondence extends to a lqcally full and
faithful 2-functor
CatfI -+ V(I), which has a left 2-adjoint Ir : V(Ir -+ CatfT
defined by a glueing construction generalizing Grothendieck's construction which
associates to each normalized lax-funetor IOP -+ Cat a prefibration.

1t :

As a category Ir d is the lax limit of d, but it is equipped with a canonical functor
with codomain I. This process of derivation-integration is very useful. It permits to
analyse complicated properties of a category over I in terms of simpler properties
of the derivation ~~. The glueing process associated with Ir has a geometri~ interpretation of the following Van-/{ampen type namely. Every diagram of categories

_,
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where F is an isomorphism of A with a sieve of X and G an isomorphism of A with
a cosieve of B, which is a pushout, is also a pullback. Moreover, F' is a sieve of B,
G' a cosieve of Band B is determined by the composition of distributors associated
with the sieve F and the cosieve G. Such a composition corresponds to the glueing
along A of mapping cylinders of the previous distributors.
Categories over 8 correspond to descent data of tbe following type. Three categories
X', Y', Z with X' over X, Y' over Y coinciding with A and a funetor X' Ux'ny' Y' -+

z.

.~f

One can define change 0/ variables which corresponds to pullbacks, i.e., fo~ eaeh
functor I' ~ I, we have a 2-functor <p* : V(I) ~ V(I') such that II' : <p*d = ~* Ir d.

F. BORCEUX

Descent Theory for Ultrametric Banach Modules
Banach algebras and Baoach modules are defined over a field [(, provided with an
ultran1etric norm and spherically complete for that norm. Thespherical completeness, stronger than usual completeness, is the fact that given balls

with (Cn)nEN strictly decreasing, the intersection is nonempty. The spherical completeness of !( is equivalent to the validity of the Hahn-Baoach theorem for Baoach
spaccs over 1\".

.r :

If
R ~ S is a morphism of 8anach algebras, we consider the corresponding
category Des(f) of descent data and the. comparison functor r : Mod R -+ Des(f)
applying A4 on M ®n S. We prove that r is fuH and faithful precisely when f is a
weak retract, meaning that the corresponding jl : SI -+ R' is an actual retraction.
Für r beiog an equivalence, that is, for f being an effective descent morphism, we
give two possible additional sufficient conditions: it suffices for j to be an actual
retract, hut it suffices also for S to be itself a weak retract ofsome space lt(I,k)
with I a set.
.
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H.. BROWN

Towards Holonomy in Dimension 2

J. Pradines in 1966 announced a construction of a Lie groupoid from a locally Lie
groupoid called by hirn "un morceau de groupoide differentiables". The full details
of the construction, based on conversations of R.B. with Pradines, were published in
1992 (Top. Appl.) by Aof and Brown (developed from Aof's thesis). The separate
construction of a locally Lie groupoid from a formation on a paracompact manifold,
is to be published in C.T.G.D.C.. by Brown and Mucuk. (Generally, according to
Pradines, locally Lie groupoids arise from the Lie algebroids.)
The construction of the Lie groupoid from a locally Lie groupoid (the holonomy
groupoid 0/ the locally Lie groupoid) is based on Ehresmann 's locally coadmissible
sections.

A 2-dimonsional version was indicated (part of the thesis of I. Ic;en) combining
Whitehead's theory of automorphisms of crossed modules and Ehresrnann's sections,
in terms of locally coadmissible homotopies, and the relation of crossed modules to
double groupoids.

A. CARBONI
Introduction to Extensive Categories
A. Dress, in mirneographed notes of Bielefeld University around 1970 on group
representations, observed that many calculations in the category of representations
in Sets, only depend on a a simple property that the category E of representation
has, namely that the coproducts in E have the following property: in a diagram

U-T-V

1

I

I

X-y-Z
when the bot tom row is a coproduct diagram, then the top row i5 a coproduct
diagram if and only if the two squares are pullbacks. A. Dress also observed that
the above property could be taken as an axiom on a category with coproducts.
The axiom has an equivalent formulation, asking that for each pair of objects, the
canonical functor
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E/(X

+ Y)

-+

E(X)

+ E(Y)

is an equivalence. In recent times, F. W. Lawvere and S. H. Schauuel rediscovered
this property, named it extensivity and proposed it as a basis for what they call
objective number theory (SLN 1488). Any kind of limits an extensive E can have,
behaves weIl with respect to sums. Other recent development of the subject induced
applicatins to computer science (R. F. C. Walters). Noting that one main example of
an extensive category with finite limits (lextensive category) is the dual category of
commutative rings, and that the full subcategory of decidable objects is the category
of separable rings, A. Carboni and J. Janelidze gave a quite general theory Galois
Theory in lextensive categories.

J. DUSKIN
Tripies and Descent
Let & be a base category and F ~ E a fibration over E (viewed as a pseudo-ftinctor
on E). For any truncated simplicial object in E,

one has canonically defined the category Des(X.;:F) of (lax)l-descent data over
.t., whose objects are pairs (x,O), x E ob(Fxo)' 0 = di(x) ~ d~(x) for which the
callonical triangle

d~d~(.%)

lfido(%)

.,/

"\6

1

död~(z)

d~ d~(%)

/

DO(r)_didl(r}~didO(r)_D2(z)
d~(9)

(where Di designates thc coromon val ue of the inverse image (did j )* = (dj-l dj )*
and the isomorphisms are provided by a chosen cleavage of the fibration and their
inverses) is commutative as defined in the usual fashion. We wish to consider what
5
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simplifications are possible in this context if we assurne that :F is a bi-fibration
which satisfies the Beck-Chevalley condition which requires that the inverse image
functors f* : :Fy ~ :FX have left-adjoints f! : :Fx ~ :Fy for which the natural
transformation 0' : (px )!py ===:} x*y! given canonically by the adjunction co-units,
units and c1eavage isomorphisms associated to any commutative square in [
Py

(px)!

Fy--_Fp_Fx

Fy_FZ--_TX

.r-

!I!

is an isomorphism whenever the square is cartesian.
In this investigation, it is extrordinarily useful (a~d remarkable!) to observe that
the arrows associated with any simplicial object in E may be naturally displayed as
a barycentric subdivision 0/ the n-simplex as in the diagrams,

o xo~_.

r:~

XI _djXO

j:o~T~:l~

id~ ~id
Xo
degenerate

o .ta

dl

XI

do

4\0 2

in which the squares and arrows which occur are numbered by jace-opposite anel are
all commutative.

Proposition 1: 10 : X. is a category object in & (wi th objects }(o, arrows 4\'1,
source d l : ..1[1 ~ 4l{o, target da : .X'I ~ X O, indentity assignment So : X o ~ .1;1, and
composition d l : X 2 ~ Xl) if and only if the square VI above, and the squa.re
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in the barycentric 3-simplex are cartesian (X 2 then becomes thc object of cOlnposable
pairs aod ~\3 then that of composable triplets. d 1 : }[2 ~ "'\1 gives the composition
which the simplicial identities then force to be associative).
2°: ~\. is a g1'oupoid object in E if and only if, in addition, V o and V 2 are cartesian
as weil (then everything is cartesian).

3°; Ir we have an augmentation, X o ~ X_tl then

is the (gpd)equivalence relation associated with the augmentation if and only'--if', in
addition, A is cartesian.
....

Proposition 2: 1° If X. is a category object and F a Beck-Chevalley fibration
and we define T = (do)!(d.)· : Fxo ~ Fxo' then the co-units of the adjoint pairs
associated with d 1 : X 2 --+ Xl and So : X o -+ Xl define natural transformations
It : ToT ~ T and z : id:Fo => T which give T the struture of a tri pie (monad) on

;:xo '
2° Ir :F is an essential bi-fibration as weil, so that the functors Fy. L F x have right
adjoints as weil (direct images) f* : Tx --+ Ty : f! -1 f* -i f., then T· = (do).di :
:Fxo --+ F xo is a cotriple T -I T*, right adjoint to T.

:3° : If .\P. is, Illoreover, augmented and the square A is eartesian, the tripie T
(do)!d; is isomorphie to the tri pie defined by the adjoint pair (do)*(do )! = A . .. ,
No\\' let. 0 : dj(.r)

--+ d~( x).

=

The adjunctions f! -i f* -I f* define bijective pairings
TCr.)

x

= (do)!di(x) ~ x
() : di ( x) -+ d~

~ (d.).dü(x) = T*(x)

Theorem: () is adescent datum <==> iJ is an Eilenberg-Moore algebra for the
tripie T <==> iJ is a co-algebra for the cotriple T*, and we have equivalences of the
corresponding categories:
E-MAlg(T) ~ Ves(.\'.,F) ~ CoAlg(T*).

7
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Corollary (Benabou-Roubaud-Beck): Ir A is cartesian, so that .\'. is the uC'rve 0/
the cOliering defined by the augmentation do : ..Yo - t ~X'-I, then da is a morphism of
effective descent if and only if d~ : FX_ 1 - t Fx o is tripleable.

Note: The detailed proofs of these theorems are somewhat technical and are most
easily done by a yoga which transports the category of spans of & functorically ioto
C:AT:

e,
They are presently part of a thesis project of my student M. Alsani.

Remark: Time did not permit details of my annoucement of arecent result (unrelated
to the above) which describes the identijication of the category objects in associative
unitary k-algebras which are braided when viewed as tensor categories with crossed
k-algebras M ~ A o supplied with a Poisson bracket: {-, -} : A o ® A o - t M which
is abiderivation, i.e., a derivation in each variable separately. Details of this are
available as a preprint.

G. JANELIDZE

Comments on Descent
A. Grothendieck's Descent Theory can be considered from various eategorical viewpoints - which depends on the definition of the category Des(p) of descent data for
a nlorphism p : E - t E in a category C. In particular in the ~inlplest case of so
called Global Descent, it can be defined a.s: (i) a 2-categorieal equalizer of

(ii) the category of algebras over the monad on C1E corresponding to the pullback
funetor (C! B) ~ (C 1E); (iii) the category of internal actions of the equivalence
relation
(ExBE)

E

8
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corresponding to p. In each case there is a naturally defined comparison functor
!\'P : (C ! B) -+ Des(p), and p is said to be adescent morphism (an effective
descent morphism) if KP is full and faithful (resp. category equivalence). The list
of situations where descent morphisms and effective descent morphisms are known
(usually they are just regular epimorphisms) is discussed. Among of categories in
which we do not know necessary and sufficient conditions on p for being an effective
descent morphism are (a) categories dual to varieties of algebras, (b) quasivarieties
of universal algebras, (c) various geometrie categories, in particular Locales op and
Topoi.

A. JOYAL

Cohomologie non-abelienne et Homotopie des faiscaux 11
This is a second note on the subject. The first can be found in the procceding~~ofan
Oberwolfach meeting 1974 (Category Theory). Here we descrihe a. result obtained
in 1984 hut unpublished.
for any Grothendieck topos E, there is a Quillen model structure on E6 ° the category
of a simplicial sheaves:
(1) the fibrations are the monomorphisms;
(2) the weak equivalences are the maps f : . X ~ Y inducing an isomorphism
on the loeal homotopy groups 1r n(..\ ') - 4 fo1rn(Y), where 1rn (X) are group objects
in [/.}{o and 1r n (}") are group objects in &jYo (n 2:: 1), aod also a bijection on
1l'u(.\') -+ 1ro(}o');
(:1) t,he fibrations are the maps having the right lifting property with respect to the
tri vial cofi brations.

For any X E [6° , let . \ -+ X be a weak equivalence ioto a fibrant object X. Given
a group G E f., the cohomology groups Hn(E, G) (n ~ 1) can be obtained as folIows.
If !\'(G, n) denotes any simplicial Eilenberg-MacLane space in [AO, then

where

r

denotes the global sections.

Similar model structures can be defined on Cat(E),. the category of internal categories of E (joint work with M. Tinerney):
(l) the cofibrations

f :A

-+

l3 are the functors injective on objects;
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(2) the weak equivalences are the full and faithful functors, essentiailly surjective;
(3) the fihrations are defined as above.

An internal category is a (strong) stack if the map A -+ 1 is fibrant. For any
category A, let A ~ Ä a trivial cofibration, taking its values in a (strong) stack (we
call it the stack completion of A). If G is a group, then G is a gerbe and we have

Similar model structures can be defined on higher dimensional categories. They lead
naturally to the concepts of higher dimensional stacks and of higher dimenisional
stack completions. Higher dimensional cohomology groups can be obtained as the
connected components of global sections:

where K:( 'Ir, 2) is the 2-dimensional groupoid having

1r

in dimension 2.

G. JANELIDZE and M. KELLY
The Reflectiveness of Covering Maps in Galois-theory
A fairly general formulation of Galois theory begins with a category C, a full reflective
catego1'Y X whose inclusion H : X -+ C has the left adjoint I : -+ X and a dass
of maps in C which contains the identities, is dosed under composition, and is
stable by pullback. Writing C!B for the full subcatego1'Y of elB given by the maps
in e, we impose the axiom that land H p1'ovide for each B E C an injection
I B -1 HB : X ! I B -+ C 1 B, with each HB in fact fully faithful; where a Inap
f : C -+ B in C ! B is called trivial if it lies in the image of H B . Further, a
map / : C -+ B is said to be split by an effective descent map p : E -+ B if
the pullback p. (/) of f along p is trivial; and such maps fornl a full subcategory
S'pl(E,p) of C1B. Finally, the map f : C -+ B is said to be covering if it is split
by some effective descent nlap p : E -+ B; the coverings of B form another full
subcategory Covß = USpl(E,p) of C1B, which in certain given cases is itself of
the form Spl(E', p'). The results of Galois theory is the equivalence of categories
Spl( E, p) ~ X G , where the Ga/ois pregroupoind G is calculated as the image unde..
I of the equivalence relation constituted by the kernel of p.

e

e

_
_

The question arises whether Covß, 01' the various Spl(E, p), are reflective sllbcatego1'ies of Cl B. While we have no universal answer to this, we have three different
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sufficient conditions which cover between them very many important examples; and
the talk was an exposition of them.

A.KOCK
Smooth Etendues Which Classify Differential Geometrie Strueture
The category of smooth etendues (as essentially defined in SGA 4) contains the category of smooth manifolds. Many notions of differential geometry can be extended to
smooth etendues; the talk given discussed particular aspects of this. In particular,
for any mani{old M, and for certain etendues Brn , and B(r 1 [X2 Fr('R)), we have

Theorem (Kock+Moerdijk): There is a bijective corresponding between
submersions M -+ Br n
foliations of codimension n on M
(and a similar result about M
i-forms w on M).

--+

B(r 1 M Fr('R.)) and non-singular integrable

Note that Br n , unlike the classifying space of the topological (Haefliger-) groupoid
r n , carries a smooth structure, making nokons like 'submersion' and 'differential
form' meaningful. In particular, B(f 1 .M Fr('R.)) carries a universal (generic) integrable I-form. Same 2-dimensional (in the sense of category theory) aspects of the
category of smooth etend ues were also discussed.

M. MAKKAI
Connections of Deseent to Definability (and Duality) in Logic
In aseries of three lectures, I gave an outline of the proof of the Descent Theorem
for Boolean Pretoposes. This says that the canonical factorization

S

I

~~

T

Des(I)

11
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l

~

j:
,I
of a map of (smalI) Boolean pretoposes, I : S ~ T, where Des(I) is the Boolean
pretopos of descent data over I (or, the descent equalizer of the deseent eokernel
complex of I), eoineides with the quotient/eonservative factorization. This theorem
was orginally proved in a paper of mine, in the Memoirs of the American Mathematieal Society in 1993, in a somewhat complicated manner. Recently, David Ballard
(unpublished) discovered a short-cut in the praof; the proaf presented in the lectures
incorporated Ballard's arguments.

I. MOERDIJK

Sheaves on Boolean Pretoposes
A morphism f : T -+ E of toposes is 01 eJJective descent if f* induees an equivalenee
between E and the category of objects Y E T equipped with descent data 0 :
1r;(Y) ~ '1ri(Y) in T XE T. For example, open maps and proper maps are of effective
descent. We will prove that any faithful morphism of Boolean pretoposes F : A ~ B
induces an effective descent map f : Sh(B) ~ Sh(A) of the corresponding topases
of sheaves. In the course of the proof, we exhibit a dass of morphisms which are
of effective descent, hut are neither open nor proper. This work is related to the
general prohlenl of describing all the effective deseent morphisms between toposes,
as weIl as to Makkai 's work on definablity in first order logic.

C.J. MULVEY
A Constructive Proof of the Hahn-Banach Theorem
In this talk (on joint work with J.J.C. Vermeulen), I shall outline a constructive proof
of the Hahn-Banach theorem, extending to the constructive eontext that established
geometrieally by Mulvey and Pelletier (Advances in Math., 1991) which asserts that
for any subspace A of a seminormed spaee B, the eanonieal map

FnB

~

FnA

fronl the loeale of functionals of norm ~ 1 on the seminormed space B to that of
the subspace A is surjective. The work depends on the work of Vermeulen on the
stability of proper surjections of loeales, specifically that a projective limit of proper
surjections is a proper surjeetion. The proof consists of three parts: the construction
of the loeale FnB of a serninormed space, yielding a compaet, completely regular
loeale; the observation that any extension A ~ B of seminormed spaces is the
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filtered eolimit of a diagram of finitely free extensions A -+ A < b), b2 , ••• , bn > of A
determined by finite families b.,~, ... , bn E B of elements of B (and the eonsequenee
that FnB -+ FnA is the filtered limit of maps FnA < bl, ... , bn >~ FnA); and
finaJly, the inductive step that states that for any bEB, the map FnA < b > -+ FnA
determined by the free extension A -+ A < b > is a proper surjeetion of loeales;
The last part is proved directly by a localic analogue of the inductive step of the
elassical Hahn-Banach theorem, depending on the fact that the localic counterpart
of the existence of a canonical simple element extension may easily be established.
In eonsequence, the map FnA <' b), ... , bn >-+ FnA is a proper .surjection, from
which, applying filtered limits, it follows that FnB -+ FnA is a proper surjection,
yielding the Hahn-Banach theorem.

D. PAVLOVIC
Be vs DE (and DE w/o Be!)
....

.:.

.. ":f--"~.

1. Interpreted logically,.the Beck-Chevalley (Be) condition over a square

1

J

y"'Z
Q
U

~,1
V

says that Q is a quasipullback: J·s! ~ g,t· means that (1) Q commutes and (2) Q
is quasipullback: (3x.w == f(x) 1\ t(x) == y) :::=;. (f(w) == s(y)

Theorem: A regular fibration P : P -+ S is function comprehensive (i.e., for every
top E P(A x B), such that r.p I- 'P. E P(B x A), there is unique f E ep(A, B), with
top(x,y) ~ (f(x) == y)) if and only if
(1) I- f(~l)

== g(x)

~

f =9

and

(2) the BC-condition is satisfied only over quasipullbacks.

2. The Benabou-Roubaud-Beck theorem can be extended to arbitrary fibrations,
i.e. the effective descent (DE) can be characterized in terms of triplealibity even
without the BC-condition.

Theorem: Let E : [ -+ 8 be arbitrary fibration; B has pullbacks. Then
8(A, B) is of effective descent if and only if f* : [lEB ~ EIEA reflects

f

E

• isomorphisms and
13
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• the coequalizers of
ker(f) = (6o,6d·

ö~-contractible

(reflexive) pairs of cartesian arrows over

T. PLEWE

Triquotiency and Effective Descent
Triquotient maps are a natural common generalization of open surjections and of
proper surjections (they also include all retractions). Triquotient maps are effective
for descent in the category Top of top spaces and Loc of loeales. After sketehing a
proof of this, I will gjve an example of a map of separable metrizable spaces whieh
is effective for descent in Top, hut is neither triquotient nor effeetive for descent in
Loc.

..
•

M. SOBRAL

Descent Criteria
We deal with deseent for subflbrations t"(X) of the basie fihration CjX for a category
C with püllbacks and classes t" of C-morphisms stahle under pullhack. We recall
sorne facts about descent (effective descent) and present their E-versions for classes
t" satisfying suitahle conditions. These relative versions playa role in c1assifying
effective [-descent morphisms when t" is the dass of local homeomorphisms as weIl
as in relating their class with the oue of effective descent morphisms.

R. STREET

Higher Descent Structures (3 talks)
Higher descent, non-abelian cohomology, and higher-order category theory are facets
of a single subjeet which might be ealled post-modern algebra. Cohomology theory
involves space (whieh we take to be a functor R : 6,0P ~ E; that is, a sirnplicialobject
in some category &) and a coefficient object (which we take to be a weak n-category
A in E). From this we obtain a cosimplicial weak n·category t"(R, A). We wish
to define a weak n-category 1i{R, A), called the cohomology 0/ R with coefficients
in A. More generally, we shall define the deseent weak n-category DescX of any
eosimplicial weak n-eategory X. Then we shall put
14
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1i(R, A)

= DescE(R, A).

Our approach to this is via parity complexes C, which are combinatorial analogues
of chain complexes, closed under formation of product - x and join -., and allowing
the construction of a free n-categories O(C) for each such C. Examples of parity
com plexes are globs, simplexes and cubes.

.
(

e

/

u =:>

"

\
U •

3-glob 3(;

)

1~1s>1;<1
3-.irnplez l e(n+l)

.........

/

...........

..........

/'

Jse> ~

3-cube

/'

..........

..........

/'

.........

/'

Ixn

The nerve N( A) of an w-category (meaning n-category for some n) A is the simplicial
set N(A)n = w-Cat(O(le(n+l»), A).
Let Vi denote the monoidal category w - Cat with cartesian product as tensor
product. The full subcategory Q of w-Cat, consisting of the free w-categories
O(Ixn) on the cubes, is dense. There is a monoidal structure on Q given by
o(]xm)@o(]xn) = o(]x(m+n»). This extends to a biclosed monoidal structure
on w-Cat; write lt2 for w-Cat with this tensor product. For a wide class of parity
complexes C, D, we have the precise definition
DescX

= w-Cat~(O(nG

x l··),X),

where the w-category structure is induced from the co-w-category
O(nG').

structur~.: on

It seems that Q is also dense in V2 -Cat so that the monoidal structure on Q can
be extended to \!2-Cat; let V3 = V2 -Cat wi th this monoidal structure. And so on,
obtaining biclosed monoidal categories Vn for all n > o. Define an n-jile to be an
n-dimensional object of Vn in which certain structural cells are equivalences. For
example, i-file = category, 2-file = 2-category, 3-file = Gray-category (in the sense
of Gordan-Power-Street, Memoirs AMS appearing around now). Weak n-categories
have only been precisely defined for n ::; 4 (n = 4 recently done by Trimble- Verity).
I conjecture that every weak n-category is n-equivalent to an n-file (n = :] is the
main theorem of the Memoir article). I also conjecture that n-files in which all cells
(> 0) are invertible provide homotopy types.
There concepts were applied to obtain results about Brauer groups, Giraud 's H 2 and
the pursuit of stacks, and fusion operators and cocycloids in quantum mechanics.

15
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J. VERMEULEN
Lax Proper Descent
A map of loeales Y .L Xis: (i) lax proper if f.: 0 X -+ 0 X preserves directed joins
and (ii) proper if moreover f is elosed. We have the following: f is lax proper if and
only if in eaeh comma square of the form

k
L-Y

91

~

11

(1)

zx
h
= g.k·. It follows that lax proper maps are
preserved under pullback along fibrations and that lax proper surjections are lax
regular epi (coinserters) in the category of loeales. For coherent loeales and maps, the
localic BCC for (1) extends to sheaves; this is a special case of the descent theorem
for pretoposes, obtained by M. Zawadowski using model-theoretic arguments. There
is a formal (constructive, topos-theoretic) proof of the latter, adapting the proof of
the localic result above, using the formal properties of strongly proper maps of
toposes (as developed by Moderdijk- Vermeulen).

9 is proper; moreover, then h· f.

M. ZAWADOWSKI

Lax Descent Theorems in Finitary Logical Doctrines
In nlY talk, I have described lax descent and effective deseent morphisms in 2categories of Pretoposes, Exact Catego.ries, Lextensive eategories and categories with
finite limits. In latter two cases, I have given a specific description of the descent
eategory in the style of J. Beck characterization of the category of Eilenberg-Moore
algebras for a monad.

Berichterstatter: Walter Tholen
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